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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for modeling and associat-
ing A-Policies to services' based applications. It proposes to extend the
SOD-M model driven method with (i) the π-SCM an A-Policy services'
composition meta-model for representing non-functional constraints as-
sociated to services' based applications; (ii) the π-Pews meta-model pro-
viding guidelines for expressing the composition and the policies; and,
(iii) model to model and model to text transformation rules for semi-
automatizing the implementation of reliable services' compositions.
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1 Introduction

Service oriented computing is at the origin of an evolution in the �eld of soft-
ware development. An important challenge of service oriented development is to
ensure the alignment between IT systems and the business logic. Thus, organi-
zations are seeking for mechanisms to deal with the gap between the systems
developed and business needs [2]. The literature stresses the need for methodolo-
gies and techniques for service oriented analysis and design, claiming that they
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are the cornerstone in the development of meaningful services' based applications
[13]. In this context, some authors argue that the convergence of model-driven
software development, service orientation and better techniques for documenting
and improving business processes are the key to make real the idea of rapid, ac-
curate development of software that serves, rather than dictates, software users'
goals [19].

Service oriented development methodologies providing models, best practices,
and reference architectures to build services' based applications mainly address
functional aspects [1, 6, 18, 14]. Non-functional aspects concerning services' and
application's "semantics", often expressed as requirements and constraints in
general purpose methodologies, are not fully considered or they are added once
the application has been implemented in order to ensure some level of reliability
(e.g., data privacy, exception handling, atomicity, data persistence). This leads
to services' based applications that are partially speci�ed and that are thereby
partially compliant with application requirements.

The objective of this work is to model non-functional constraints and asso-
ciate them to services' based applications early during the services' composi-
tion modeling phase. Therefore this paper presents π-SOD-M, a model-driven
method that extends the SOD-M [18] for building reliable services' based infor-
mation systems. Our work proposes to extend the SOD-M [18] method with (i)
the notion of A-Policy [10] for representing non-functional constraints associated
to services' based applications. We also (ii) de�nes the π-Pews meta-model [17]
providing guidelines for expressing the composition and the A-policies. Finally,
our work (iii) de�nes model to model transformation rules for generating the
π-Pews model of a reliable services' composition starting from the extended
services' composition model; and, model to text transformations for generating
the corresponding implementation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
of our approach. It describes a motivation example that integrates and synchro-
nizes well-known social networks services namely Facebook, Twitter and, Spotify.
Sections 3, 4, and 5 describe respectively the three key elements of our proposal,
namelly the π-SCM and π-Pews meta-models and the transformation rules that
support the semi-automatic generation of reliable services' compositions. Section
6 analyses related work concerning policy/contract based programming and, ser-
vices' composition platforms. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future
work.

2 Modeling reliable services' compositions with

π-SOD-M

Consider for instance the following scenario. An organization wants to provide
the services' based application "To Publish Music" that monitors the music a
person is listening during some periods of time and sends the song title to this
person's Twitter and Facebook accounts. Thus, this social network user will have
her status synchronized in Twitter and Facebook (i.e., either the same title is



published in both accounts or it is not updated) with the title of the music she is
listening in Spotify. For developing this services' based application it is necessary
to compose the following services calling their exported methods: a) The music
service Spotify exports a method for obtaining information about the music a
given user is listening: get-Last-Song ( userid ): String ; b) Facebook and Twitter
services export a method for updating the status of a given user update-Status (

userid, new-status ): String.
The "To Publish Music" scenario starts by contacting the music service Spo-

tify for retrieving the user's musical status (activity Get Song). Twitter and Face-
book services are then contacted in parallel for updating the user's status with
the corresponding song title (activities Update Twitter and Update Facebook).

Given a set of services with their exported methods known in advance or
provided by a service directory, building services' based applications can be a
simple task that implies expressing an application logic as a services' composi-
tion. The challenge being ensuring the compliance between the speci�cation and
the resulting application. Software engineering methods (e.g., [1, 6, 18, 14]) to-
day can help to ensure this compliance, particularly when information systems
include several sometimes complex business processes calling Web services or
legacy applications exported as services.

2.1 Modeling a services' based application

Figure 1 shows SOD-M that de�nes a service oriented approach providing a set
of guidelines to build services' based information systems (SIS) [18]. Therefore,
SOD-M proposes to use services as �rst-class objects for the whole process of
the SIS development and it follows a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [15]
approach. Extending from the highest level of abstraction of the MDA, SOD-M
provides a conceptual structure to: �rst, capture the system requirements and
speci�cation in high-level abstraction models (computation independent mod-
els, CIMs); next, starting from such models build platform independent models
(PIMs) specifying the system details; next transform such models into plat-
form speci�c models (PSMs) that bundles the speci�cation of the system with
the details of the targeted platform; and �nally, serialize such model into the
working-code that implements the system. As shown in Figure 1, the SOD-M
model-driven process begins by building the high-level CIMs and enables speci�c
models PSMs for a service platform to be obtained as a result [18]. Referring to
the "To Publish Music" application, using SOD-M the designer starts de�ning
an E3value model 7 at the CIM level and then the corresponding models of the
PIM are generated leading to a services' composition model (SCM).

Now, consider that besides the services' composition that represents the or-
der in which the services are called for implementing the application "To Publish
Music" it is necessary to model other requirements that represent the (i) condi-
tions imposed by services for being contacted, for example the fact the Facebook

7 The E3 value model is a business model that represents a business case and allows
to understand the environment in which the services' composition will be placed [9].
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Fig. 1: SOD-M development process

and Twitter require authentication protocol in order to call their methods for
updating the wall; (ii) the conditions stemming from the business rules of the
application logic, for example the fact that the walls in Facebook and Twitter
must show the same song title and if this is not possible then none of them is
updated.

2.2 Modeling non-functional constraints of services' based

applications

Adding non-functional requirements and services constraints in the services' com-
position is a complex task that implies programming protocols for instance au-
thentication protocols to call Facebook and Twitter in our example, and atomic-
ity (exception handling and recovery) for ensuring a true synchronization of the
song title disseminated in the walls of the user's Facebook and Twitter accounts.

Service oriented computing promotes ease of information systems' construc-
tion thanks, for instance, to services' reuse. Yet, this is not applied to non-
functional constraints as the ones described previously, because they do not fol-
low in general the same service oriented principle and because they are often not
fully considered in the speci�cation process of existing services' oriented develop-
ment methods. Rather, they are either supposed to be ensured by the underlying
execution platform, or they are programmed through ad-hoc protocols.

Our work extends SOD-M for building applications by modeling the applica-
tion logic and its associated non-functional constraints and thereby ensuring the
generation of reliable services' composition. As a �rst step in our approach, and
for the sake of simplicity we started modeling non-functional constraints at the
PSM level. Thus, in this paper we propose the π-SCM, the services' composition
meta-model extended with A-policies for modeling non-functional constraints
(highlighted in Figure 1 and described in Section 3). π-SOD-M de�nes the π-
Pews meta-model providing guidelines for expressing the services' composition
and the A-policies (see Section 4), and also de�nes model to model transforma-
tion rules for generating π-Pews models starting from π-SCM models that will
support executable code generation (see Section 5).



3 π services' composition meta-model

The A-policy based services' composition meta-model (see in Figure 2) repre-
sents a work�ow needed to implement a services' composition, identifying those
entities that collaborate in the business processes (called Business Collab-

orators 8) and the Actions that they perform. This model is represented
by means of a UML activity diagram. This model includes the typical model-
ing elements of the activity diagram such as ActivityNodes, InitialNodes
and FinalNodes, DecisionNodes, etc., along with new elements de�ned by
SOD-M such as Business Collaborators, ServiceActivity and Action.
A Business Collaborator element represents those entities that collaborate
in the business processes by performing some of the required actions. They are
graphically presented as a partition in the activity diagram. Action, a kind of
ExecutableNode, are represented in the model as an activity. There are two
types of actions: i) a WebService (attribute Type is WS); and ii) a simple oper-
ation that is not supported by a Web Service, called an ActivityOperation
(attribute Type is AOP). The ServiceActivity element is a composed activity
that must be carried out as part of a business service and is composed of one or
more executable nodes.

Figure 2 illustrate the service compostion model of the "To Publish Music"
scenario. There are three external business collaborators (Spotify, Twitter and
Facebook 9). It also shows the business process of the "To Publish Music" appli-
cation that consists of three service activities: Listen Music, Public Music and
Con�rmation. Note that the action Publish Music of the application calls the
actions of two service collaborators namely Facebook and Twitter.

Instead of programming di�erent protocols within the application logic, we
propose to include the modeling of non-functional constraints like transactional
behaviour, security and adaptability at the early stages of the services' com-
position engineering process. We model non-functional constraints of services'
compositions using the notion of A-policy [10, 5], a kind of pattern for specifying
A-policy types. In order to represent constraints associated to services composi-
tions, we extended the SOD-M services' composition model with two concepts:
Rule and A-policy.

The Rule element represents an event - condition - action rule where the
Event part represents the moment in which a constraint can be evaluated ac-
cording to a condition represented by the Condition part and the action to be
executed for reinforcing it represented by the Action part.

An A-policy groups a set of rules. It describes global variables and operations
that can be shared by the rules and that can be used for expressing their Event
and Condition parts. An A-Policy is associated to the elements BusinessCol-
laborator, ServiceActivity and, Action of the π-SCM meta-model.

8 We use capitals for referring to meta-models' classes.
9 We use italics to refer to concrete values of the classes of a model that are derived
from the classes of a meta-model.
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Fig. 2: Services' composition model for the business service "To publish music"

Given that Facebook and Twitter services require authentication protocols
in order to execute methods that will read and update the users' space. A call
to such services must be part of the authentication protocol required by these
services. In the example we associate two authentication policies, one for the
open authentication protocol, represented by the class Twitter OAuthPolicy that
will be associated to the activity UpdateTwitter (see Figure 2). In the same way,
the class Facebook HTTPAuthPolicy, for the http authentication protocol will be
associated to the activity UpdateFacebook. OAuth implements the open authenti-
cation protocol. As shown in Figure 2, the A-policy has a variable Token that will
be used to store the authentication token provided by the service. This variable
type is imported through the library OAuth.Token. The A-policy de�nes two rules,
both can be triggered by events of type ActivityPrepared: (i) if no token has been
associated to the variable token, stated in by the condition of rule R1, then a
token is obtained (action part of R1); (ii) if the token has expired, stated in the
condition of rule R2, then it is renewed (action part of R2). Note that the code
in the actions pro�ts from the imported OAuth.Token for transparently obtaining
or renewing a token from a third party.

HTTP-Auth implements the HTTP-Auth protocol. The A-policy imports an
http protocol library and it has two variables username and password. The event of
type ActivityPrepared is the triggering event of the rule R1. On the noti�cation of
an event of that type, a credential is obtained using the username and password
values. The object storing the credential is associated to the scope, i.e., the
activity that will then use it for executing the method call.

Thanks to rules and policies it is possible to model and associate non-
functional properties to services' compositions and then generate the code. For
example, the atomic integration of information retrieved from di�erent social
network services or for providing security in the communication channel when
the payment service is called.



Back to the de�nition process of a SIS, once the A-policy based services'
composition model has been de�ned, then it can be transformed into a model
(i.e., π-PEWS model) that can support then executable code generation. The
following Section describes the π-PEWS meta-model that supports this repre-
sentation.

4 π-Pews meta-model

The idea of the π-Pews meta-model is based on the services' composition ap-
proach provided by the language PEWS[3, 17] (Path Expressions for Web Ser-

vices), a programming language that lets the service designer combine the meth-
ods or subprograms that implement each operation of a service, in order to
achieve the desired application logic. Figure 3 presents the π-Pews meta-model.
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Fig. 3: π-Pews Metamodel

Namespace represents the interface exported by a service, Operation that
represents a call to a service method, CompositeOperation, and Operator
for representing a services' composition and Path representing a services' com-
position. A Path can be an Operation or a Compound Operation denoted
by an identi�er. A Compound Operation is de�ned using an Operator that
can represent sequential and parallel composition of services, choice among ser-
vices, the sequential and parallel repetition of an operation, or the conditional
execution of an operation.

A-Policies that can be associated to a services' composition: A-Policy,
Rule, Event, Condition, Action, State, and Scope.

As shown in the diagram an A-Policy is applied to a Scope that can be
either an Operation (e.g., an authentication protocol associated to a method
exported by a service), an Operator (e.g., a temporal constraint associated to
a sequence of operators, the authorized delay between reading a song title in
Spotify and updating the walls must be less then 30 seconds), and a Path (e.g.,



executing the walls' update under a strict atomicity protocol - all or noting).
It groups a set of ECA rules, each rule having a classic semantics, i.e, when an

event of type E occurs if condition C is veri�ed then execute the action A. Thus,
an A-policy represents a set of reactions to be possibly executed if one or several
triggering events of its rules are noti�ed.

The class Scope represents any element of a services' composition (i.e., op-
eration, operator, path). The class A-Policy represents a recovery strategy im-
plemented by ECA rules of the form Event - Condition - Action. A A-policy

has variables that represent the view of the execution state of its associated
scope, that is required for executing the rules. The value of a variable is repre-
sented using the type Variable. The class A-Policy is specialized for de�ning
speci�c constraints, for instance authentication A-policies.

Given a π-SCM model of a speci�c services' based application, it is possible
to generate its corresponding π-Pews model thanks to transformation rules.
The following Section describes the transformation rules between the π-SCM
and π-Pews meta-models of our method.

5 Transformation rules

Figure 4 shows the transformation principle between the elements of the π-SCM
meta-model used for representing the services' composition into the elements of
the π-Pews meta-model. There are two groups of rules: those that transform
services' composition elements of the π-SCM to π-Pews meta-models elements;
and those that transform rules grouped by policies into A-policy types.
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Fig. 4: π-SCM to π-Pews transformation



6 Related works

Current standards in services' composition implement functional, non-functional
constraints and communication aspects by combining di�erent languages and
protocols. The selection of the adequate protocols for adding a speci�c non-
functional constraints to a services' composition (e.g., security, transactional
behaviour and adaptability) is responsibility of a programmer. As a consequence,
the development of an application based on a services' composition is a complex
and a time-consuming process. This is opposed to the philosophy of services that
aims at facilitating the integration of distributed applications.

Software process methodologies for building services based applications have
been proposed in[14, 16, 7, 4], and they focus mainly on the modeling and con-
struction process of services based business processes that represent the appli-
cation logic of information systems. Design by Contract [8] is an approach for
specifying web services and verifying them through runtime checkers before they
are deployed. A contract adds behavioral information to a service speci�cation,
that is, it speci�es the conditions in which methods exported by a service can
be called. Contracts are expressed using the language jmlrac [12]. The Contract
De�nition Language (CDL) [16] is a XML-based description language, for de�n-
ing contracts for services. There are an associated architecture framework, design
standards and a methodology, for developing applications using services. A ser-
vices' based application speci�cation is generated after several [11] B-machines
re�nements that describe the services and their compositions.

As WS-* and similar approaches, our work enables the speci�cation and
programing of crosscutting aspects (i.e., atomicity, security, exception handling,
persistence). In contrast to these approaches, our work speci�es policies for a
services' composition in an orthogonal way. Besides, these approaches suppose
that non-functional requirements are implemented according a the knowledge
that a programmer has of a speci�c application requirements but they are not
derived in a methodological way, leading to ad-hoc solutions that can be di�cult
to reuse. In our approach, once de�ned A-Policies for a given application they
can be reused and/or specialized for another one with the same requirements or
that uses services that impose the same constraints.

7 Conclusions and future work

This paper presented π-SOD-M for specifying and designing reliable service
based applications. We model and associate policies to services' based appli-
cations that represent both systems' cross-cutting aspects and use constraints
stemming from the services used for implementing them. We extended the SOD-
M method, particularly the π-SCM (services' composition meta-model) and π-
Pews meta-models for representing both the application logic and its associated
non-functional constraints and then generating its executable code.

Non-functional constraints are related to business rules associated to the gen-
eral "semantics" of the application and in the case of services' based applications,



they also concern the use constraints imposed by the services. We are currently
working on the de�nition of a method for explicitly expressing such properties
in the early stages of the speci�cation of services based applications. Having
such business rules expressed and then translated and associated to the services'
composition can help to ensure that the resulting application is compliant to the
user requirements and also to the characteristics of the services it uses.

Programming non-functional properties is not an easy task, so we are de�ning
a set of prede�ned A-policy types with the associated use rules for guiding the
programmer when she associates them to a concrete application. A-policy type
that can also serve as patterns for programming or specializing the way non-
functional constraints are programmed.
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